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The chances are very slim that a New York City 
high school student would ever get a chance 
to chat with the director of a film that was 
nominated for an Oscar for Best Picture. Equally 
unlikely was the fact that nearly forty five min-
utes after the scheduled end of that Young Film 
Critics session this past May, Debra Granik, the 
director of the brilliant Winter’s Bone, would still 
be enthusiastically answering questions put to 
her by our young participants. Mr. Granik was 
amazed by the depth of the students’ passion 
about and knowledge of film, while the students 
were completely riveted by the unlikely stories of 
how the film came together, of how the soon-to-
be famous Jennifer Lawrence was discovered for 
the lead, and especially by Ms. Granik’s fierce 
independence and determination to bring her 
vision to the screen, regardless of commercial 
considerations. This unique experience is the 
kind of connection that only happens in a place 
like BAM, and in particular in the Young Film 
Critics program.

And there were many other such moments of 
connection and revelation. Once again, A.O. 
Scott, perhaps the most influential film critic in 
the nation, stopped by to share his insights with 
our group and to lead the discussion on Bicycle 
Thieves. De Sica’s classic was a piece, like 
Winter’s Bone, that the students understood im-
mediately was of a particular place and time yet 
also of any place and any time. And in the films 
we saw, there were many moments where the 
students were taken from their own place and 
time into somewhere else. There were audible 
gasps during our screening of Vigo’s Zero de 

Conduite at the moment when the pillow fight 
shifts into that dreamlike slow-motion that may 
be as close as film has ever gotten to actual 
poetry. There was Memento, that fascinating 
meditation on time and memory as well as a re-
minder to our superhero-saturated students that 
Christopher Nolan was exploring issues of iden-
tity and self in his films long before Christian 
Bale ever put on a cape. The twists on the noir 
formula embodied films we shared, like Gun 
Crazy, Rear Window and Le Samouraï. And per-
haps most fascinating of all to the YFC students 
was Banksy’s Exit Through the Gift Shop, a film 
that blurs the lines between documentary and 
narrative and takes an audacious step further in 
challenging the very nature of art itself.

As our session with Debra Granik was end-
ing, one of the YFC students asked her what 
she thought was the biggest absence in film 
today. Without hesitation, she replied, “Com-
plete sentences.” Naturally, while also being a 
metaphorical statement, I believe that she was 
referring literally to the dearth of strong writing 
in most of today’s films, which, if you listen to 
the pundits, are inferior because they are being 
marketed almost exclusively to teenagers. In my 
fifth year as the YFC teaching artist, I was once 
again amazed at how desperately we underesti-
mate these young men and women. The pieces 
that follow contain the “complete sentences” of 
a thoughtful and inquisitive group of teenagers, 
and I am confident that you will appreciate how 
far their passion for film extends beyond CGI 
and superhero sequels.

The movie starts out with the protagonist, Paul 
Kemp, waking up in the wrecked hotel room. 
He has a massive hangover from the previous 
night of drinking. He opens his blinds to find an 
airplane displaying a banner that says, “Puerto 
Rico welcomes you,” and things start to spiral 
out of control from there. 

The movie is based on the book with the 
same name by the famous journalist Hunter 
S. Thompson. It takes place in Puerto Rico 
in 1960, and follows the story of Paul, who 
journeys to the island from New York to get a 
job at a local failing newspaper. As the movie 
progresses, we uncover many secrets held by 
the locals, tourists and those on extended stays. 
The movie is shot very well, making great 
use of both beautiful urban and rustic areas 
of Puerto Rico.

The film is very episodic in the beginning, 
which is mostly about certain moments and 
slowly unraveling characters. In my opinion 
the story takes a little long to get to its main 
conflict. In addition, most of the characters, 
especially Paul, seem to show a lack of 
interest in their dire situations. 

MOSES WILLIAMS
Sophomore
Edward R. Murrow 
High School

JOSH CABOT 
Instructor

Josh Cabot teaches 
film and literature 
at Roslyn High 
School, Roslyn, 
New York.
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For this assignment, I chose to write about 
Christopher Nolan’s first piece, Following. In 
this black and white film, a young man, played 
by Jeremy Theobald, follows people around 
as they go through their daily routines and 
observes them while also passing judgments. 
As a writer, he is intrigued by his subjects and 
finds inspiration through them. After following 
a man in his mid-twenties, he is approached 
and interrogated by his subject. He ends up 
working with the man to break into houses 
and rearrange their belongings. After a slew 
of burglaries, he is framed for murder and 
betrayed by his former subject. Nolan is able 
to use the lighting, violence, and music to the 
film’s advantage. 

One of the most prominent features of this 
film’s mise-en-scene is its lighting. The way 
that lighting is used to not only cast shadows 
on its plot, but also the characters’ personali-
ties. For instance, Cobb (Alex Haw) is often 
seen in dark corners or covered by shadows in 
the beginning of the story, yet the young writer 
is not. This dynamic changes, however, further 
on in the story when the writer finds himself in 
shadowy places more often. This, in my opin-
ion, signals the major change in his demeanor 
and character that comes about when Cobb 
manipulates him into burgling and injuring 
those that they follow. 

Another element that Nolan uses wisely and 
with purpose is violence. Aside from it often 
being meaningful and necessary in terms 
of the plot, it is often done off scene or in a 

non-graphic way. When the blonde woman’s 
boyfriend gets his men to torture and then 
kill someone, the director makes it so that 
only the man’s reactions to his pain are visible. 
As the viewer, I was able to make parallels 
between Following and Alfred Hitchcock’s 
Psycho in that they both feature off-screen 
violence. This aspect of the film not only 
makes the film seem eccentric and different, 
but also facilitates subconscious thought 
processes in the viewer—they are able to 
make parallels, comparisons, and think 
more deeply about the plot. 

The last thing I noticed about the film’s mise-
en-scene was the way diegetic and non-dieget-
ic sound was utilized. Nolan included diegetic 
sound that manifested in piano music played 
by the characters and mundane noises like 
car horns and etc. but also used non-diegetic 
sound such as background music. The songs 
played, however, did not seem to add to or 
decrease the amount of tension or suspense in 
the film from what I could tell.

Christopher Nolan’s film Following was an 
incredibly engaging and cerebral film. The 
director employed mise-en-scene in a useful, 
helpful, and interesting way which resulted 
in an amazing film. Though it was a bit less 
organized than his other well-known piece 
Memento, I would most definitely recommend 
it to others. 

Exit Through the Gift Shop: A Banksy Film 
is a documentary by a director more widely 
known as a graffiti artist. The film is based 
on a story about a French immigrant named 
Thierry Guetta who becomes obsessed with 
filming street art. Guetta’s obsession leads 
him to meeting talented street artists such 
as Invader, Shepard Fairey and most important 
of all, the films director Banksy. Guetta gets 
so inspired by their amazing graffiti art that he 
starts putting up his own street art and calling 
himself Mr. Brainwash. The film ends with him 
putting up an art show with eager fans waiting 
to get a glimpse of Mr. Brainwash’s art work.

This film is so intense because it leaves you 
with a big question: “What is art?” Honestly, 
this question has no answer if you’re ask-
ing me. During this film you can see exactly 
how difficult this topic is. Who decides what 
is good art and bad art? How do they make 
that decision? Thierry Guetta takes a bunch of 
ideas from those amazing street artists, mixes 
it all up into his own “art” and randomly sets 
amazingly high prices for his work. Can we 
call Guetta an artist? In the film, he puts on 
an exhibit that people are fighting to get into, 

but in a way, the show is a big joke, an effort 
to get attention and talk to interviewers. The 
film is powerful because it forces the audience 
to question whether Thierry Guetta is a great 
artist, a bad artist, or a con artist.

Exit Through the Gift Shop was so good, so 
interesting, and so much fun to watch. The 
way the film was recorded and put together 
was amazing and full of details that made it 
feel very realistic. When Banksy himself talks 
to the camera in disguise it brings out the 
themes of the film regarding what is real and 
what is not; what is art and what is not.

Exit Through the Gift Shop is probably be 
one of the best documentary films based 
on art. Also it is most likely going to be a 
very influential film for future generations 
of street artists and those who admire their 
work. It is an amazing and unique work, 
especially for those who question the nature 
of art itself. Perhaps the audience will find a 
whole new answer after seeing this film, or 
maybe it will only make the questions seem 
more difficult to answer.

PAMELA GRIGAS
Sophomore
NYC iSchool

SINDELT FLORES
Sophomore
Brooklyn Theater  
Arts School
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“Exit,” as many people call it, tells of Thierry 
Guetta’s intrusion into the secret world of street 
artists. This all began with his cousin, the artist 
known as Space Invader because of his well- 
known trademark. The connection led to Guetta’s 
developing a video-camera obsession, collect-
ing thousands of hours of tape for no apparent 
reason other than just for the fun of capturing the 
moment he was in. Mr. Guetta lost his mother at 
a young age and missed out on what happened, 
so to make sure he never missed anything ever 
again, he recorded everything he did and saw. At 
some point, someone finally asked what he was 
going to do with all the tape; Guetta claimed that 
he was going to make a documentary with all the 
footage. He tried to make an appealing documen-
tary, making a collage out of the endless video he 
had made; the result was his landing a sought-
after introduction to the infamous street artist 
Banksy. What’s never clear is whether Guetta’s 
rise in the art world is genuine or a complete hoax 
perpetrated by Guetta, Banksy or both.

We follow this insane Frenchman on his journey 
into the clandestine world of street art, meeting 
well-known and unknown artists, until in the end 
he becomes one of them. Thierry makes a name 
for himself under the alias “Mr. Brainwash,” or 
“MBW,” based on what he has learned from his 
fellow artists. Ironically, what he ends up creating 
is the total opposite of what street art is supposed 
to be. Street art is not meant to be shown to mil-
lions of people deliberately; it is supposed to be 
seen by random people accidentally. 

Art is only as great as the fans and the critics 
make it seem. It’s all about the hype, and how 
people react and respond to it. In “Exit,” Banksy 
and his collaborators use art to show that some-
thing can be worthless but can be sold for what 
any gullible person is willing to pay. This is not 
to say that art is not worth money, but it’s 
ridiculous to buy something by someone like 
Thierry Guetta that will be worthless fifteen 
years from now because Guetta will have been 
forgotten. They are going to remember the people 
who genuinely make a name for themselves like 
Banksy, a mysterious artist whom everyone loves 
and admires whose face has never been seen 
by his public. Yet, isn’t that what street art is 
all about? You never see the person put it up but 
when you wake up the next morning there it is 
in the middle of time square or in an alley, or 
maybe even on the train. 

“Exit” is presented as a documentary, so we 
move with the cameramen like a shadow in the 
night and follow the artists onto rooftops and 
down alleyways. Banksy’s frequent use of the 
handheld camera makes it seem like we were 
there ourselves, getting caught by the police and 
almost falling off the roof. Many of the techniques 
used in typical documentary filmmaking, like the 
handheld camera in hand, the use of ambient 

light, and diagetic sound are employed by Banksy 
to give the film a realistic feel. But in spite of this, 
we are never quite sure if what we are watching 
is “real.” Banksy, who like all street artists, is a 
prankster, may be trying to accurately represent 
the world of street art, and how the way people 
see it and how it really is. So much footage was 
shot, but are we really seeing everything? Clearly, 
there was much editing in this film, and it makes 
you question not only the “truth” of this documen-
tary, but also raises the larger question of whether 
any documentary is actually “true.”

Many say that Banksy was Thierry Guetta, and 
he hired someone else to act all mysterious in the 
“role” of Banksy. Perhaps Thierry is completely 
fictional, a tool used by Banksy to show how the 
art world is a complete fraud that takes advantage 
of everyone involved. Whatever the answer is, I 
am happy to stay tangled in the web of ques-
tions. Not everything needs an answer; maybe 
just a thought. Maybe Banksy was just trying to 
get us thinking about what we think is art and 
what makes it so popular. I feel that I have a 
unique perspective on this idea, since I go to an 
arts school and there are many gifted kids in my 
school. Maybe I am wrong, but I would rather 
buy a piece of art from someone I know well than 
from someone who everyone else knows and is 
overexposed. We treat work from famous artists 
like a new iPhone; we have to get it first, just to 
say we have it and show it off. Then, of course, 
after everyone has it, something new comes out 
and makes whatever you just bought two seconds 
ago seem old. The sad part is that art is meant to 
be praised and appreciated, not swallowed by the 
public like a consumer product. 

The title of the movie explains another aspect of 
the movie. When a person is waiting on line for 
a roller-coaster, there are many emotions rushing 
through them, like when a popular artist is about 
to stage a new show. The theme park makes very 
little money on the ride itself; their profit comes 
from the gift shop they force you to go through 
once the ride is over. The more popular the roller-
coaster is the more profit the gift shop will make. 
Banksy is saying that in a way, the art world 
works exactly the same way. That should not be 
the point of art; the quality of it is all that matters, 
and the only real test of quality is time. I walked 
out of this movie with many questions, but I do 
not need them answered. I just want to hear 
other people’s thoughts, and I am happy to stay 
clouded. As with getting off a roller-coaster, just 
because you are very dizzy and disoriented does 
not mean it was not a satisfying experience. 

NAOMI GALARZA
Junior
Brooklyn High School 
of the Arts
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“I see the dopeness in everything and, you just 
see the wackness.”

If you have seen the 2009 movie The Wackness, 
then congratulations; you too have wasted two 
hours of your life. Josh Peck stars as Luke 
Shapiro, a recent high school graduate living 
on the Upper East Side whose main source of 
income is from dealing drugs around the city, 
right outside of his ice cream cart. But catch 
this…his favorite customer is his psychiatrist, 
Dr. Squires, played by Ben Kingsley, whom Luke 
pays for sessions with dime bags. A depressed 
Luke is the only one from his school staying in 
NYC during the summer…besides Stephanie 
played by Olivia Thirby, Olivia turns out to be Dr. 
Squires’ stepdaughter whom he’s crushing on 
“mad” hard.  Stephanie becomes interested in 
Luke after she finds him dealing one day, and 
she experiences a drug transaction with him. 
How romantic! Long story short, Dr. Squires 
warns him against dating his stepdaughter, 
because he is unhappy in his own marriage and 
believes Stephanie will break Luke’s heart much 
like her mother broke his own. Luke ignores Dr. 
Squires and falls in love, getting his heart broken 
in the process, as we might all predict.

Reading the synopsis, you might have made the 
mistake of anticipating a great film. There are 
a slew of interesting actors: Josh Peck (Drake 
and Josh, Mean Creek), Ben Kingsley (Ghandi), 
Famke Janssen (X Men), Olivia Thirby (Snow 
Angels, Juno), and even Mary Kate Olsen. The 
director’s use of light and camera angles gave 
a grungy/urban/vintage feel and added to the 
amazing cinematography and its beautiful visuals. 
However, the film falls short of its potential; it 
lacks direction, and the snail-slow plot caused 
me to lose interest with every passing minute. 
There is no moral, and the only life lesson I 
gathered was that things happen. The dialogue 
between characters seems corny and unrealistic, 
and the chemistry between Luke and Stephanie 
seems forced and awkward. There are point-
less sex scenes that come off more nauseating 
than entertaining. I didn’t feel a connection to 
any of the characters, even when Luke Shapiro 
is left heartbroken by Stephanie. In the end, I 
just couldn’t bring myself to care. Director/Writer 
Jonathan Levine should have spent more time 
developing his one-dimensional characters rather 
than throwing them onto screen lacking both 
depth and likeability. 

Another one of the reasons I disliked this film 
is the constant in-your-face reminders that 
it’s 1994. Levine tries his hardest to capture 

New York City during this time period, but fails 
completely, and his incessant 1990’s references 
became monotonous, predictable and unbearable.  
We got many glimpses of Nintendo, a cassette 
player and a beeper here and there. Luke and Dr. 
Squires even mention Mayor Guiliani a couple 
times, in reference to his crackdown on crime and 
drugs during the 90’s. Then you have got Luke’s 
clichéd drug dealer, played by Method Man, a 
Jamaican with an accent that would make any 
real Jamaican cry (trust me I know), who  intro-
duces Luke to Notorious B.I.G. After that, there 
are random Notorious B.I.G gangsta rap songs 
belting throughout the entire movie that have 
nothing to do with the story and Levine even goes 
as far as having Luke awkwardly rapping some 
lyrics. Though the movie’s soundtrack, which 
consisted of artists such as A Tribe Called Quest, 
WuTang Clan, Nas and others were classic hits of 
the decade, the constant music became extremely 
irritating. I get it—it’s the 90’s. Maybe Levine 
did not trust his audience enough to understand 
that The Wackness takes place in a past decade, 
so he thought he’d remind us every second. Or 
maybe he hoped that if there was an excess of 
hip-hop and shots of Gameboys throughout the 
movie, then his viewers would be too nostalgic 
and distracted to notice his movie is weak.

Another problem I have with the film is the 
clichéd, awkward script.  Even Josh Peck’s impec-
cable acting skills couldn’t save his character from 
sounding “mad stupid.” Ignore the many claims 
that the dialogue is refreshing and captivating, 
because the script lacked originality and creativity. 
Luke Shapiro comes off as a typical white pseudo-
gangster, saying things like “I got mad love for you 
shorty” and “That’s on the real.” I couldn’t help 
but laugh at Luke’s ridiculous one-liners and slang 
and feel embarrassed for Josh Peck. The film 
manages to hit an all-time low when Stephanie 
tells Luke, “I see the dopeness in everything, and 
you just see the wackness.” I face palmed TWICE. 
Was I getting punk’d? I bet Jonathan Levine must 
have thought he was oh so clever too, sneaking 
“wackness” into the movie as an explanation 
of the title. All of this was yet more evidence of 
Levine’s obvious distrust in his audience.

You are probably wondering how I gathered 
enough patience and strength to watch The 
Wackness until the credits rolled. Was it to 
ridicule its director and rip the film to shreds? 
In fact, I had a great deal of hope that the 
movie would at least end on a decent note. 
Unfortunately, the film lived up to its name, 
proving to be the exact opposite of dopeness, 
and left me in utter disappointment. 

KEYANA TAFFE 
Junior
Williamsburg Charter 
High School
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The life of a samurai is always something of 
a mystery. It’s intriguing. It’s elusive. It’s 
isolated. Jean-Pierre Melville’s Le Samouraï is 
the depiction of a modern-day samurai. Jef 
Costello (Alain Delon) is a killer for hire who 
makes the error of being caught committing mur-
der in front of a nightclub piano player. However, 
this is more than a film about a lonely contract 
killer. Melville’s feature was one of profound 
focus on the idea of solitude, an idea many are 
familiar with and often fear.

To convey a chilly sense of loneliness, Melville 
uses deep blues and grays in most scenes. The 
opening scene, for instance, is entirely composed 
of blues and grays, so much so that you almost 
mistake it for a black and white picture. Two 
windows bear light into a dark room so dark in its 
furnishing that even the daytime can do little to 
part the nuanced tones between table and chair, 
wall and floor. There is no movement for the first 
few minutes except for the merry flutter of a bird 
in a cage. Its chirps faintly echo throughout the 
room, accompanied by music of a melancholy but 
powerful nature. Then, a puff of smoke appears, 
coming from what seems to be the outline of a 
bed. There is a man lying down smoking a ciga-
rette. In later scenes, the rest of the apartment is 
shown, revealing that Costello lives with only the 
bare essentials. Bed, dresser, sink. 

‘Bare essentials’ also easily describes Costello’s 
expression throughout the film. As Roger Ebert put 
it, ‘better to wait for a whole movie for something 
to happen than to sit through a film where things 
we don’t care about are happening constantly.’ It’s 
a more gratifying experience to view a film in this 
way. It is the character and not the action that is 
the root of suspense. Costello emotes very little: 
not when he commits the murder, not when he is 
wounded, not when he succeeds, and not when 
he fails. However, he does reveal some bit of reac-
tion when he returns to Martey’s, the night club, 
to visit the piano player. He watches her with a 
visage reminiscent of a stray dog. This was the 
singular moment for which he bore any expres-
sion, and surprisingly the emotion it revealed was 

vulnerability. For a samurai, Costello finds himself 
in debt to the woman who saved him from detain-
ment. He had been exposed to her, and she uses 
the information to his favor where, in his eyes, 
she was not obligated. Watching her, we see 
Delon’s immaculate performance as the person 
with the resistant and aloof exterior peeling away 
into someone real and flawed only to return in an 
instant to the bare essentials he had held at the 
beginning of the story. A face and no tell. 

Regarding the setting, much of the film took place 
at night. What is night? It’s a darkness to which 
many of us retire into a deep sleep, where the 
line between reality and fantasy can be blurred 
and where most of what occurs is nothing more 
than a silhouette of what actually is. This in turn 
reflects the mention of Costello’s silhouette being 
recognized as he absconds from Martey’s. But 
in our dreams we are alone, and at night in the 
dark we are alone or at least we feel alone in both 
cases. How do we survive when we are alone? 
That is the question upon which Melville sheds 
a little light. The answer we get in the end, if it is 
an answer at all, suggests that perspectives are 
lost in solitude. When we are alone, we can only 
be aware of so much. There are certainly fewer 
resources available for us to determine the differ-
ence between the object and its shadow when we 
are alone but with company, more if not all angles 
can be observed simultaneously. Costello tries his 
best to seal his alibi tightly, but its perfection leads 
the main detective to question its authenticity. 

Le Samouraï is neither enervating nor slow. While 
most of the film follows Costello as he moves 
around, avoiding the police and trying his best to 
appear innocent, Melville’s character is entrancing 
as one of mystery and intrigue, and his story is 
complete with illusive vicissitude and the hint of a 
person who may have had a modest background 
or the potential for decadent prospects. But his 
story is one of the present because a solitary life 
is neither held back nor tied down by the promise 
of lunch dates nor pre-ordered tickets. And the life 
of a samurai is complete only when he gets his 
business done. 

SOTHEARA NERAL
Senior
Brooklyn Technical 
High School
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Le Samouraï (The Samurai), directed by Jean-
Pierre Melville, is the story of Jef Costello (Alain 
Delon), a very honorable, diligent, professional 
killer. Despite his fastidiousness, towards the start 
of the move, he is unfortunately called into the 
police station for a murder he indeed committed. 
A hitch in his perfect record, his career begins to 
unravel at the hands of his mysterious employers 
and an exploitative police force. 
       
Despite the exciting subject matter, the film itself is 
refreshingly unhurried, which becomes one of the 
most intriguing things about this film. It seemed 
almost like a written work—both the pacing of 
the film and the way the story was told almost 
resembled a film of a book (not a movie based 
on a book, but a movie that in itself is essentially 
literature). There was very obvious symbolism—
the recurring shot of the yellow bird in the cage 
comes to mind. There was little dialogue, creating 
an environment where the various shots took the 
place of what in a book would be description. 
Costello himself was often silent such that, in 
scenes where there was both little action and little 
dialogue, the viewer could infer the thoughts that 
Delon masterfully registered on his face. Without 
using (thank goodness) any voice overs, the film 
was still able to imply so much interiority, a quality 
usually reserved for the written word. 
  
The characters too were more similar to the types 
one would commonly find in a book than in a film, 
for all their complexity and intrigue. The females, 
Jane Larange (Nathalie Delon) and Valérie the 
Pianist (Cathy Rosier) both resembled certain 
types but never became archetypes. Larange was 
Costello’s lover and indeed seemed dependent on 
him, a quality which was not entirely disproved. 
Nevertheless, she was not a weak woman. She 
had multiple lovers, making her somewhat sinful, 
but proved herself to be worth her salt when she 
was able to hold her own against the intrusive po-
lice force. Valérie was a more mysterious woman 
with not entirely intelligible allegiances. Though 
she knew Jef to be guilty, she never surrendered 

this knowledge to the law. While she seemed an 
ultimately good person, the motives for her actions 
were never clear, leaving her open to interpretation 
and discussion, much like characters of novels. 
Jef Costello himself was far more like the protago-
nist of a novel than of most films. He was never 
evil but never totally good, yet still entirely sympa-
thetic. He had only one goal, never compromised 
by emotions: to execute his assassinations as 
efficiently and professionally as possible without 
ever breaching his code of honor. He killed people 
of whose identity he had no knowledge and 
against whom he bore no hatred because such 
was his livestock—an apparently evil life. Yet, he 
did so with such integrity and such honor, never 
dealing more damage than was necessary and, 
ultimately, sacrificing himself to prevent or mend 
any damage he could or may have caused. Thus, 
while he never lived a beneficent life, he was a 
respectable, sympathetic, and incredibly thought-
provoking character, much like the protagonist of 
a good novel. 
  
Perhaps the most literary thing about this film was 
the way in which it portrayed the good and the 
evil. The evil, Costello’s mysterious employers, 
was not unconventional. They snooped around, 
sent people after Costello to get him, and were 
willing to kill both Costello and any around him 
to exact their evil. The good, however, was the 
more interesting of the two poles. The police, 
who are generally supposed to be the good in 
society, physically resembled the villains, viciously 
pursued Costello, and were willing to infringe on 
anyone’s rights to have a clean record. Though the 
police chief initially claimed certain elements of 
a code of honor, he violated these time and time 
again. Thus in the world of the film, only Costello 
seemed to even resemble the good, and he was 
a man of little warmth and much violence. This 
ambiguous morality, which, while very pleasant, 
is never shown off or directly called attention to, 
is a very literary theme. Thus any discussion or 
consideration of this film quite resembles the way 
in which people tend to understand literature. 

CLARA OLSHANSKY
Sophomore
Bard High School 
Early College



ALEX COHEN
Sophomore
Bard High School 
Early College

Memento is an awesome film, filled with the 
toughness and meaning we have come to expect 
in Christopher Nolan’s films. Like all films, the 
way Memento was filmed and the things the 
director allows us to see play a huge part in the 
way the message of the movie gets across to the 
viewer. Whenever I try to explain why Memento 
is such a great movie to someone who hasn’t 
seen it, the first thing I will invariably say is that 
the plot of the movie is shown in small vignettes, 
arranged in backwards chronological order. Thus, 
the beginning of the film is actually the end of the 
story. To complicate things, intercut between these 
backwardly arranged scenes is what turns out to 
be a forward-moving set of scenes shot in black 
and white, which eventually link up to the scenes 
shot in color. The way the scenes are arranged 
is vital to the understanding of the final message 
of the film, which is that the human mind will 
always condition itself and adjust what it remem-
bers so it is able to continue to function. While 
the scene arrangement is unarguably the most 
important cinematic choice the director made 
in an effort to convey his point, there are a few 
other aesthetic choices Nolan made that allow 
the film to remain consistent, and subtly commu-
nicate his central idea.
 
There is very clearly a color filter in Memento that 
gives all of the scenes shot in color a grey wash. 
The filtering out of bright, lively colors creates the 
impression of a bleak existence for the protagonist, 
Leonard. Leonard’s life, dominated by the desire 
for revenge against the murderer of his wife is 
considerably bleak as it is, but Nolan still chooses 
to leech all of the vibrant colors out of his world 
in order to impress on the viewer the grimness of 
Leonard’s situation; not only is Leonard’s life really 
bad, but there will never be any respite. We may 
go out and see that it is overcast, and be bummed 
out about it, but Leonard’s condition makes all 
of his days overcast and as visually boring and 
repetitive as Leonard’s life is. The grey filter is 
most clearly noticed when the black and white 
portion of the film turns to color, and while there is 
a difference, it isn’t a huge one.
 
The music of Memento fits the story, and shows 
up at suitably emotional moments, but is pretty 
boring in and of itself. This isn’t the soundtrack to 
Once Upon a Time in America, or Star Wars; it is 
very bland and drones on appropriately, but would 
be terrible on its own. Memento will be remem-
bered, but the soundtrack is best left attached to 

the film. Although the soundtrack is dull, it serves 
its purpose superbly. Much like the color filter, the 
music imposes an extra dimension of monotony 
on the film that adds to the feelings the viewer 
experiences during particularly sad parts of the 
film. This is most evident in the final scene (or, 
should I say, the first scene), when Leonard real-
izes that through his condition, he has still lied to 
himself in order to continue to have a purpose and 
a reason to live.
 
It is interesting to note that while Leonard’s quest 
is noble to the extreme, we don’t have any stirring 
monologues from him. While this is mostly due 
to the fact that his mind restarts every five to ten 
minutes, cinematically you would think Nolan 
would be able to bend a few rules for the sake of 
theatrical feeling. However, as we’ve all probably 
realized, Nolan is better than that; as in Incep-
tion and other films, he sets rules and continues 
to follow them. We might be able to pinpoint a 
few inconsistencies in Memento if we try hard 
enough, but Nolan stays within the boundaries of 
the worlds he creates remarkably well. Leonard 
spends most of the film narrating or talking, 
always in a deadpan monotone, even when he is 
angry at someone. While there are a few instances 
of him yelling, even when he kills Teddy, he 
speaks relatively calmly. This tone of voice taken 
on by Guy Pearce shows the watcher that even 
though Leonard may not know it, he’s been there 
and done that more times than he would ever 
want to remember even if he could, and his voice 
takes the persona of someone who can’t really 
bother to feel much anymore. The only thing that 
drives Leonard is his quest; like a robot, he pro-
grammed himself to seek revenge. However, he is 
never quite sure if he is doing the programming or 
if someone is doing it without his knowledge. 
 
Finally, the setting of Memento is fittingly drab, 
a nowhere town that could really be anywhere 
in the U.S. This is yet another outward reflec-
tion of Leonard, representing to the viewer what 
Leonard has done to himself. We see the places 
Leonard goes to over and over: the Discount Inn, 
the white rusty water towers he goes by on the 
way to the shack where he kills Jimmy and so 
on. Leonard’s life is one filled with repetition, to 
an almost annoying level. Leonard doesn’t seem 
to mind though, because if he has been some-
where or done something twice, he won’t 
remember anyway.
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Winter’s Bone (2012) 
Directed by Debra Granik

Clara Olshansky 
speaks with critic 

Tony Scott

My initial reaction after watching Winter’s Bone 
was complete and utter satisfaction. So many 
thoughts flooded my mind, and I wasn’t quite 
sure what to make of them; but a teacher once 
told me that when a film makes you think a great 
deal and simultaneously provokes emotion, then 
it’s a pretty decent film. After contemplating this 
reaction, I realized that the many components of 
the film, from the setting to the random objects 
strewn around, and most of all the phenomenal 
acting made it such a penetrating film.

At the beginning of the film, the physical setting 
was presented very violently, to the point that 
you could almost feel the dry wind chill pursuing 
young Ree Dolly as she went to chuck fire wood 
to warm her home. The use of mise-en-scene, 
particularly in terms of costume and props, 
such as her worn Realtree camouflage hoodie, 
and the icy trampoline tearing at the edges with 
worn children’s toys piled in the center, create 
a realistic view of rural America. The camera 
constantly pointed at the famished expression on 
her younger siblings’ faces as they watched their 
neighbors manage to bring food into their home, 
and as they stared and wondered whether they 
would enjoy supper that night as well. 

Director Debra Granik truly gives the audience 
a realistic glimpse into an essentially unknown 
American way of life and culture through the 
detail used to present this poverty-stricken area 
of the Ozark Mountains. The abuse of narcotics 
is rampant, life-impacting decisions are made and 
sealed while still in high school, and the bonds of 
family tribes are dangerously fragile and conflic-
tive. All of this makes the viewer feel trapped 
in this cocoon that is Ree’s world. This motif of 
claustrophobia allows the audience to feel Ree’s 
loneliness, her desperation and the severity of her 
situation.

However, all of these physical and symbolic fac-
tors are only made tangible and given life via the 
remarkable performances by the many talented 
actors chosen for the film. It was most surpris-
ing to hear from Ms. Granik herself that many 
of these “actors” were ordinary men and women 
chosen from the very town where it was filmed. It 
was also impressive that Granik saw the great tal-
ent of Jennifer Lawrence long before she became 
a star in Hunger Games. One of the conclud-
ing and most vile scenes in the film, where Ree 
performs a task against her will and nature in 
order to save her family from losing everything 
they own, sheds light on Lawrence’s incredible 
talent and her ability to immerse herself into Ree’s 
complicated yet valiant character. 

Another strong performance deserving of 
recognition was that of John Hawkes as Ree’s 
Uncle Teardrop. His tough guy appearance, 
the occasional sniffing of illegal substances, 
and those intense, soul-piercing stares don’t 
quite fit the criteria for an ideal uncle; but for 
Ree, Teardrop is her only hope, and she isn’t 
afraid to let him know this and to plead for his 
help. His quietly menacing and impressive per-
formance in the roadside sheriff scene truly lives 
up to his Ozark dwelling character’s intimidating 
position in the clan, particularly because he rep-
resents the authority of the whole tribe over their 
surrounding society.

These various ideas and observations bring 
to light this idea that this tribal mentality and 
practice found in the Ozark Mountains can be 
found anywhere in the world during any time 
in mankind’s history. Yet at the same time, it 
manages to be completely, vividly specific 
about a particular place and time, giving us a 
rare glance into the depths of rural America, its 
poverty, and its intense and rich culture.
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About BAM Education & Humanities 

BAM Education is dedicated to bringing the 
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music, opera, and film in a variety of programs. 
In addition to the work on stage, programs take 
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